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Support S.O.L.O. While
Improving Your Photos

Founder’s Comments
Hello Ladies,
Gents, Boys &
Girls!
Our Foundation
has had quite a
sleigh ride
since last
newsletter! I
hope you enjoy
this artwork from Marl Jantzen Rey, brother of one of our new
volunteers in the Philippines. And big thanks to Bonnie
McKenna for tireless surveillance of environmental dangers
and to Pam Miller for rejuvenating this newsletter.

Vivid-Pix sponsors S.O.L.O.’s mission to save the leatherback turtle through a donation for each sale of their photo
editing software. A free trial is offered prior to purchase.
Click on the below software links to learn more/try for free:
Vivid Pix Land & Sea

Vivid Pix Scuba

Then enter Coupon Code 3SOLO to create a donation from
Vivid-Pix to S.O.L.O. and start improving your photos now!

You’ll read of many things herein, from water saving tricks to
our 2017 planned “Last Voyage of the Kaptain” in the Sulu
Sea of the Philippines. No other dive vessel has combined so
many “world class” sites in one voyage. Spaces on board are
VERY limited, and many are booking now.
And at 2016 DEMA, we will debut a long awaited subfoundation, The 11th Hour Heroes, dedicated to step up to
make serious efforts to repair the seemingly unlimited ocean
damage. All of us have played a role in creating this damage.
Funds are definitely required from all to enable our efforts to
succeed. If you look at our web site, you will find a counter
of how many have accessed our site over the years. If every
one had submitted $1, we would not need to request funds
now, but absent that, we do ask for your donation today!
Please read on!

—Larry McKenna, Founder
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Upcoming 2017 Philippines Turtle Discovery Tour
S.O.L.O.’s 2017 expedition, the “Last Voyage of the Kaptain”, will be conducted from June 16-27 on the Solitude 1 live
aboard ship (shown here) in the Philippine Seas. Remaining spaces on board are VERY limited.
No other dive vessel has combined so many “world
class” sites in one voyage. The trip will depart from
Puerto Princessa (about 1.5 flight hours from Manila).
Diving will include Tubbataha Reef, Cuyo Island,
Coron Island, Apo Reef, Carabao Island, Verde Passage (2 days of diving in this very special area which
proved outstanding during S.O.L.O.’s 2016 expedition—see article below), Mancaban Island, and
Anilao.
The Solitude 1 is a very comfortable ship with a common salon area, hot tub, and camera room. It has 10
cabins, each with an en-suite shower, sink, and toilet.
Two dive tenders each hold 10-12 divers.
Dr. Charles Birkeland, who has for 46 years published research on Caribbean and Pacific coral reefs and written books
on coral-reef ecology, will be joining in this voyage. On evenings when there is not a night dive, he will offer presentations and discussions about topics such as coral reefs, the reasons for outbreaks of crown-of-thorns, and fisheries management. He will wholeheartedly discuss with each expeditioner any questions about coral-reef ecology.
Full details about the trip are posted at: http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/expeditions.html . For questions please
contact Larry McKenna (LarryMcKenna@earthlink.net). Little space remains, and many are booking now!

Successful 2016 Verde Island Passage Turtle Discovery Tour
S.O.L.O.’s 2016 expedition was land based at Marco Vincent
Dive Resort at White Beach, Puerto Galera in the Philippines.
Diving included the Verde
Island Passage—called one
of the most astounding regions of biodiversity on
earth by The San Francisco
Chronicle. This was where a
California Academy of Sciences expedition found 100
new species in 2015. We
too were amazed by the reef
and marine biodiversity.
Turtles of course were in the
habitat. Although leatherback turtles are known to visit the Philippines, and we heard that others had encountered them there, we did not see any on this trip. We did see a number of healthy
green turtles, though, and learned of some possible needs that could fit with
S.O.L.O.’s mission to educate about the leatherback turtle.
Green Turtle on reef near Puerto Galera

We also enjoyed a Texas style barbeque dinner with resort staff, a visit to a beautiful
nearby waterfall, and lively folk dancing performed by local high school students at
our farewell party; and we gained new volunteers among resort staff (please read on).
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Philippine Folk Dancers

Welcome New Volunteers!
We warmly welcome new volunteers from
Marco Vincent Dive Resort (location of
S.O.L.O.’s 2016 Turtle Discovery Tour) in
the Philippines: Rizza Lyn Fermin, Marianne
Rey, Nathan Gonio, and Lorgine Vigillia.
They will be assisting the Foundation in developing additional local Handicrafts to trade
for support funds and helping us to establish
a Leatherback Turtle research center in the
Philippines.

From left to right: Rizza Lyn Fermin, Bonnie McKenna, Larry McKenna,
and Marianne Rey; Not shown: Nathan Gonio and Lorgine Vigillia

New Technology Gets Vaccines to Remote Areas
Sure Chill, a recipient of a Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation award, has developed a new cooler that can work
without power for many days ( http://www.surechill.com/how-it-works/ ). Sure Chill devices now help provide
life-saving vaccines to remote communities in more than 38 countries across Africa, Asia, and Europe. S.O.L.O.’s
workers in Papua, Indonesia, could be among those to see benefit.
Please donate today to help our S.O.L.O. Foundation continue to support Papuans as they work to reverse the
leatherback turtle’s spiral toward extinction. Donations may be made via http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/ and
are tax deductible per IRS Code 501(c)(3). A tax receipt will be provided upon request.

From Algae Blooms to Dead Zones
Just before the July 4th holiday, Florida’s governor declared a state of emergency over a massive algae bloom. The
green, guacamole thick, foul smelling goop in waterways and on beaches was widely reported, but the broadest
view of the impact of this event may be found in this video taken from a helicopter by personnel of Martin County,
Florida, and posted here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFNc9gPi5dA.
Yet, without algae, life as we know it would not exist. According to the Algae Biomass Industry
(AllAboutAlgae.com), algae is “the foundation for the aquatic food chains” and produces “70 percent of all the air
we breathe.” However, like most things, too much algae—a bloom—is just not good. Many blooms are toxic. The
Weather Channel quotes Dr. Ed Phillips, a University of Florida professor and algae expert, as saying, “a thickening
bloom … means that some cells within the algae are starting to die, releasing any toxins they may hold into the water.” NOAA reports that even non-toxic blooms block necessary light from reaching aquatic plants, deplete the
oxygen content in the water, and suffocate fish.
(cont’d on next page)
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From Algae Blooms to Dead Zones cont’d
Surplus nutrients, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus, cause blooms. According to US EPA and Union of Concerned Scientists, sources of surplus nutrients include: excess fertilizer from farms, golf courses, and home yards;
poor disposition of animal manure and pet waste; insufficient or improperly operated sewer and septic systems; improper use of some soaps and detergents; storm water carrying a surge of excess nutrients along with it; and agricultural practices that leave large amounts of land idle without live plant roots to take up storm water and melting snow
during about half the year.
Blooms may lead to large ocean dead zones, particularly where rivers discharge into the sea. One large dead zone,
roughly the size of Connecticut, is found where the Mississippi river flows into the Gulf of Mexico. This dead zone
forms as an algae bloom dies upon depleting a nutrient surge carried down river from as far away as the upper Midwestern US.
NOAA’s 2016 mission to measure this dead zone was cancelled because of mechanical ship problems, but there
may be another indication that the impact is broadening. The Houston Chronicle reported that sport divers discovered large numbers of “dying corals, sponges, sea urchins, brittle stars, clams and other invertebrates” in the East
Flower Garden Bank which is located about 100 miles off the coasts of Louisiana and Texas. The cause appeared
related to large plumes of fresh water that extended into the area for the first time in the aftermath of a long period
of extreme rainfall.
Globally, algae blooms are happening with increasing frequency and breadth. Beyond Florida and the Gulf of Mexico, National Geographic and the Washington Post report recent blooms in China, the Arabian Sea, Australia,
Greenland, California, Alaska, Lake Erie, Utah Lake, the New Jersey coast, and Idaho/Oregon Hells Canyon Dam.
NOAA states that blooms in U.S. waters alone are conservatively estimated to cost an average of $82 million/year in
impacts to public health, tourism, and the seafood industry.
With more algae blooms, it is not surprising that ocean dead zones have also become more numerous. These maps,
from the World Resources Institute, shows ocean dead zones worldwide (red dots) in 2011 compared to 100 years
prior:

2011

1910

This is huge threat to sea turtles and all marine life! 11th Hour Heroes, a new organization formed within
S.O.L.O.’s existing charitable foundation structure, is prepared to apply S.O.L.O.’s successful approach to threats
to our seas. Please donate today at http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/. Donations are tax deductible according to
IRS Code 501(c)(3), and a tax receipt will be provided upon request.
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Egg Poaching Brings Harm and Death in So Many Ways
S.O.L.O. has had good success in Indonesia over the past 14 years in educating about how egg poaching contributes to
the leatherback turtle’s spiral toward extinction. Yet ongoing poaching in some parts of the world culminates in harm
and death of both turtles and people.
I knew Mora for many years and held many sea life conservations with him. His murder remains completely senseless,
even though the criminals might serve 50 years (might in a nation where the rule of law is often in question). This brutality to a peaceful guardian of the turtle beaches and many species opens a void which may never be filled.
My prayers and positive thoughts go continually to his family that some way they will find a peace with his tragic loss.

Larry McKenna, PhD, Founder
Herp Digest and The Tico Times report that a Costa Rican appellate court convicted four men of the 2013 murder of Costa Rican sea turtle conservationist Jairo Mora Sandoval and the kidnapping and robbery of four female volunteers with
him. The four convicts will serve 50 years in prison, the maximum under Costa Rican law. Sandoval was a sea turtle
monitor for Widecast, now called LAST. The chief trial judge is quoted as saying, “The killing of Mr. Jairo Mora Sandoval was the straw that broke the camel’s back in this war that was taking place between poachers and environmentalists
on the beach… Jairo was someone dedicated to the environment… This crime is more than just a horrible murder, it has
also damaged Costa Rica’s reputation as a green country. It has scared away environmentalists.”
And now, a new study shows that people seriously risk their health by
eating turtle eggs. The Smithsonian Insider reports: “Researchers from
the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama and McGill University collected eggs from green sea turtles (Chelonia mydas) and olive
ridley turtles (Lepidochelys olivacea) from the Pacific coast of Panama,
and … found the eggs contained elevated levels of a number of heavy
metals, particularly cadmium at a level that could be toxic to young
children who eat 20 eggs per week or more. That consumption figure
may sound high, but during egg laying season, when the turtle eggs are
an easy source of protein, it is consistent with the eating habits in isolated coastal communities…
Bags of Olive Ridley eggs to be sold in Costa

“ ‘When you are in these local communities along the coast, when it’s
Rica in 2009 (Flickr photo by Brandon Schabes)
the season, the people eat them all the time,” says Hector M. Guzman, a
marine biologist at the Tropical Research Institute... ‘Kids and pregnant women eat them, and people put them in their
drinks at bars…. if you do that every year of your life, you are bio-accumulating these metals into your tissues.’ … Longterm exposure to cadmium can cause kidney and skeletal problems in humans. The researchers also found elevated levels
of mercury, arsenic, manganese, iron, copper and zinc in the turtle eggs. The effects of these heavy metals on humans
range from neurological damage, reproductive health problems and various forms of cancer.
“The effect of these toxins on the turtles remains unknown, although it is presumed to be just as detrimental. The presence of toxins in the marine environment has grown dramatically in recent decades from mining runoff, industrial emissions and batteries and paints. Sea turtles the world over have been found to have elevated levels of heavy metals…

“Although collecting turtle eggs is mostly prohibited throughout the tropical eastern Pacific, including Panama, poaching
is rampant… ‘I am a scientist, not a conservationist, but to me, it says talking about public health might be an ideal approach to the conservation of sea turtles,’ ” Guzman is quoted as saying.
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Faking Out Poachers with 3-D-Printed Turtle Eggs
S.O.L.O. is pleased to reprint this article about the 3-D Eggs, by John Platt from the March 24, 2016, issue of Takepart
(http://www.takepart.com/article/2016/03/24/catching-poachers-fake-sea-turtle-eggs), in hopes that many protectors
internationally will develop similar programs. While we complement this activity, it also may have risk. The poachers
are no longer simple laborers seeking to augment their meager incomes. Upon being fooled by this false egg activity,
would be poachers might destroy large numbers of nests out of sheer frustration. Paid beach wardens could be a solution during the nesting season, and their active presence could also help deter pig and dog predation. Please read on.
“They come by night and they steal the future. Every year, poachers in Nicaragua and other countries wait for cover of
darkness and then make their way onto the beaches where endangered sea turtles have just laid their eggs. Working
quickly, they dig up the precious eggs—hundreds at a time—and disappear. Some of the eggs turn up a few days later,
priced as low as 20 cents apiece in local bars. Others travel thousands of miles to the United States or China, where they
can sell for upwards of $150 each.
“Exactly how the stolen eggs get from a beach in Nicaragua to a restaurant in Hong Kong remains unknown, frustrating
efforts to combat the black market trade. A new project hopes to solve that. The nonprofit Paso Pacifico is in the process
of developing an innovative fake egg to help conservationists better understand—and maybe stop—the illegal trade. The
eggs will contain a GSM transmitter hidden inside a 3-D-printed shell made to look exactly like what poachers would
find within a fresh sea turtle nest. The fakes, each the size of a ping-pong ball, will then be tracked over cellular networks
along their smuggling routes to their final destinations.
“The project was one of the winners of the Wildlife Crime Tech Challenge, organized by U.S. Aid for International Development, National Geographic, the Smithsonian Institution, and TRAFFIC, the wildlife trade monitoring network. Paso
Pacifico and its partners received $10,000 and technical support from the challenge, which they are now using to perfect
the prototype. ‘The plan is to start testing them [the transmitters] in the next nesting season, which will start in July,’ said
Eduardo Boné-Morón, Paso Pacifico’s managing director. The first batch of fake eggs made their public premiere last
week at the SXSW festival in Austin, Texas. Paso Pacifico is still identifying the best transmitters to use in the field and
perfecting the 3-D-printed materials, which don’t quite look like real sea turtle eggs yet. Boné-Morón said the organization is working with an art studio near Hollywood to get the right color and texture for the next phase of the prototype.
Once that is complete, the first fake eggs will be tested in Nicaragua a few months from now. ‘Our rangers will locate
vulnerable active nests that are more likely to be poached, for example, nests that are closer to trails,’ Boné-Morón said.
They’ll uncover part of the nest, place an artificial egg inside, and then cover it back up. ‘We will plant as many eggs as
possible in the beach to increase the possibility of poachers taking the artificial eggs.’
“Boné-Morón said that once the transmitters are planted, they may reveal a great deal of information very quickly.
Smuggling networks need to act fast to get their stolen goods to their final destination, as sea turtle eggs go bad in about
15 days. ‘If these guys have the capacity to send an egg from a beach in Central America to China in 15 days, it’s a wellstructured network,’ he said. The eggs probably go through several middlemen along the way, and hopefully the technology will illuminate each step in the process.
“The very existence of the fake eggs may even serve to deter some poaching from happening in the first place.
‘Eventually the poachers will learn there is something wrong with the beaches,’ Boné-Morón said. ‘That is totally fine
with us. The reason they’re poaching right now is because it’s so easy. If they see that we’re watching them, we may be
able to discourage them.’
“After the first tests of the transmitters, Boné-Morón said he hopes use of the fake eggs can be expanded wherever sea
turtles lay their eggs. ‘We want to have eggs that are cheap enough that any nonprofit or any government agency can buy
them and plant them on the beaches all over the world,’ he said.”
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S.O.L.O.’s Leatherback Boutique
Our boutique is the largest and most complete turtle gift
collection, offering gifts for family and friends...or simply to enjoy yourself while supporting S.O.L.O. in its objectives to save the leatherback species. Many items are
unique, hand-crafted by S.O.L.O.’s Asian partners.
Among our new offerings is this beautiful, limited offer,
silver leatherback pendant with precious stones. This
stunning design, made with 42 grams of pure silver, required 8 months to hand produce in India and comes
with a choice of Sterling diamond cut chain (shown) or
sterling rope chain (depending on supplies on hand).
Engraved on the back side of left flipper is a unique serial number, and on the back side of the right flipper is the
S.O.L.O. website name. A storage pouch and signed
provenance certificate is included. As a true collector’s
item, quantities are limited and will not be increased.
Price of this pendant as shown with semi-precious
stones is $232.50, and with ruby stones as eyes only is
$182.50; both prices include insured standard US mail
shipping. What a great gift for that special turtle lover or
treat for yourself...and a great way to support S.O.L.O.
too!
How many times have
you seen a sea turtle and
wondered exactly which
species it is?
This new Turtle Identification Card shows photos
of all 7 sea turtle species
plus the life cycle of the
leatherback. On the back
is a summary of leatherback facts. It is a “must
have” for turtle lovers
and makes a great holiday
gift (or stocking stuffer)
for anyone interested in
learning more about sea
turtles. This laminated
8½ x 5½ inch card is suitable to take along on a
boat trip. It is available
from S.O.L.O for $12 to
US locations.
Visit http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/giftemporium.html to purchase these and other fine items while suppor ting
S.O.L.O.’s mission to save the leatherback turtle. Payments are collected securely via PayPal for online orders, or if you
prefer, you may order by mail and pay by check. Orders will be shipped, standard U.S. Mail, when payment is received.
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Water, Water is Not Everywhere
As kids, we learned a rhyme: “water, water everywhere and not a drop to drink”. Globally, we face a serious lack of
clean water, which if not reversed, will result in water wars within and among nations (as has happened in Mexico). In
America, the average daily usage exceeds 100 gallons per person. Most of this just runs down the drain, costing us money before discharging into our waterways and oceans...quite undesirable. Want to help all save this now very precious
commodity? Here are 8 good tips to save water:
1. A single toilet flush can waste up to 20 gallons. The simple act of putting a
brick in your toilet water tank will start saving water today!
2. Take showers instead of baths, and limit shower time to 5 minutes. Turn
off the water while soaping up and washing your hair, then turn back on to
rinse. You’ll save up to 1,000 gallons per month. Upgrade older shower
heads with water-saving WaterSense® labeled models to save even more.
3. Turn off the water while you brush your teeth or lather your hands with
soap to save up to 4 gallons a minute.
4. Soak pots and pans instead of letting the water run while you scrape them.
5. Upgrade older dishwashers to Energy Star models to save water and energy. An efficient dishwasher run with only full loads uses less water than
washing dishes by hand.
6. Upgrade an older washing machine to a high efficiency, Energy Star model
to save as much as 20 gallons of water per load and lots of energy in your
dryer too. Of course, stores often “scratch and dent” models at steep discounts, and such surface blemishes should not affect the performance of a
high efficiency model. Wash only full loads to save even more water.
7. Water your yard or garden to run every 3 to 4 days instead of every day.
8. Fertilizers promote plant growth but increase water consumption. Apply the minimum fertilizer needed. This will
also help avoid excess fertilizer washing away into our waterways, lakes, and oceans to feed nasty algae blooms that
kill our food fishes.
The “Water - Use It Wisely” website offers more tips: http://wateruseitwisely.com/100-ways-to-conserve/home-waterchallenge/ .
There is not enough clean water right now, and too much wasted water is being discharged into our waterways and
oceans, causing algae blooms and dead zones. Fracking for oil and gas, which uses a large amount of water, is expected
to become more widespread globally, and even though fracking water is disposed underground and not discharged into
waterways and oceans, fracking will further stress our limited water supply.
This will all get worse, unless all of us reduce our water consumption. And just think of what you could do instead
with all the money that you do not spend on wasted water and energy...such as perhaps donating to S.O.L.O.!
Donations may be made via http://www.saveourleatherbacks.org/ and are tax deductible per IRS Code 501(c)(3). A tax
receipt will be provided upon request.
I endorse these suggestions. Earlier, when I owned a water purification company, I learned these saving tips.
- Larry McKenna, PhD, Founder
Publisher: Save Our Leatherbacks Operation, a non-profit 501(c)(3) Foundation
Directors: Larry McKenna, Bonnie McKenna, “Bo” Esray, Tony, Moats, Mike Miller, Pam Miller
Disclaimer: Publisher and those listed above are NOT liable or responsible for the words or opinions presented in this Newsletter.
Articles are printed to educate, inform, and develop a forum of information concerning leatherback turtles and what is happening to
them. We welcome commentary and articles to be considered for future issues. Each submission will be reviewed for content,
objectivity, and appropriateness to the goals and objectives of this Foundation. (Our attorneys make us say this.)
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